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BOARD OF DIRECTORS MEETING
501 Comfort Place, Mishawaka
Room C
May 18, 2022
Immediately following CHC Board Meeting

AGENDA
1. Call to Order – Mary Newbold
2. Minutes
a. Approval of 2/16/22 Board Meeting Minutes (action) – Mary Newbold
3. Financial Reports – Kurt Janowsky
a. April 2022 Financial Statement (Action)
b. Investment Portfolio (information)
4. Management Reports (information)
a. Chief Operating Officer's Report – Mike Wargo
b. Fundraising and Stewardship – Chris Taelman
c. Education & Collaborative Partnerships – Cyndy Searfoss
5. Adjournment – Mary Newbold

Next Meeting August 17, 2022
###
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Hospice Foundation
Board of Directors Meeting Minutes
February 16, 2022
Members Present:

Jennifer Ewing, Mark Wobbe, Mary Newbold, Wendell Walsh

HF Staff:

Mark Murray, Mike Wargo, Karl Holderman, Chris Taelman, Cyndy Searfoss, Lacey Ahern, Heidi Payton

Topic

Discussion

Action

•

Call to Order •

The meeting was held at the Care Connections Center at Milton Village and was
called to order at 9:24 a.m.

M. Newbold

•

Minutes

•

A motion was made to accept the minutes of the 11/17/21 meeting as presented. The
motion was accepted unanimously.

W. Walsh motioned
M. Wobbe seconded

•

Financial
Statements

•

Investment portfolio: As of December 31, 2021 we had in our Intermediate pool
$4,989,856; the long-term investments were at $29,378,880, for a total investment at
Vanguard of $34,368,735. This represents a 9.74% increase over December 31,
2020.
2021 Financial Statement (Pre-Audit): Development income was $4,119,576, for a
grand total of overall revenue of $7,426,803. Expenses were $3,187,341 for an
overall net of $4,239,462. Factoring out Global Partners in Care from those figures
we had an overall net gain of $4,170,908.
A motion was made to accept the 2021 financial statements (pre audit) as presented. J. Ewing motioned
M. Wobbe seconded
The motion was accepted unanimously.
Status of Vanguard’s increased fees: Vanguard has increased their fees, which they
haven’t done in 25 years. They are already bringing in new clients under the new fee
structure and letting current clients, like Hospice Foundation phase it in. We’ll see
part of the increase next quarter of this year. So we will be phased in partially in
2022 and then fully in 2023. Based on our portfolio we will see an average of about
$24.5K increase in annual fees when it is fully implemented. It is still a lot better
than it was previously with a smaller portfolio.

•

•
•

•

Management
Report

Health System/Professional Education Collaboration:
• The Management Report included information on our residency program
with Saint Joseph residents. Jason Marker, Associate Director of the
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Topic

Discussion
Action
residency program at Memorial Hospital would like to expand the work we
are doing with their public health portion of their recidency. Lance Mayberry
and Cyndy will determine what this looks like. Since they will be starting
from scratch, they hope to survey residents before they rotate through and
ask them what aspects of hospice and palliative care medicine they are most
interested in learning about. We are hoping to have the full curriculum in
place by July 2022.
Care Connections Center at Milton Village:
• The board had an opportunity to tour the facility at the end of the CHC
Board meeting. For those on the Hospice Foundation board, Chris explained
some of the naming opportunities that are still available. As we wrap up the
fundraising we are always welcome to thoughts and ideas about potential
major gifts for this facility.
• Relationship with REAL Services: Mike reported that the lawyers are
finishing up the lease agreement between Hospice Foundation and REAL
Services. We are going to continue to do joint fundraising through April and
whatever we are able to raise jointly will help offset REAL Service’s rent.
Becky Zaseck will be retiring as CEO and the new CEO will be coming on
board on March 7. She is coming from Battle Creek and runs a similar
program there. Judy Jankowski, who was handling the fundraising has
retired from REAL Services and moved to Florida. Mike pointed out that it
is a good thing we have been so deeply involved in this project and don’t
expect any issues along the way. We have people in place including a fulltime maintenance coordinator. Karl has overseen the Milton program since it
became part of Center for Hospice Care six years ago. The director has been
here for those six years and reports to Karl.
Plymouth:
• The design work has started. We are working with Jeff Helman, our
architect and Kristine Bergman, our interior designer. The construction team
has been in the building to see what they will be working with. Mike took
Lance and Angie Fox, Director of Nursing, to see the space and began
planning programming and how the space can best be used and what it
means for staffing. There will be offices, flex space for nurses, meeting
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Topic

Discussion

Action
rooms, and a waiting area. There have been no issues with the current
tenants in the building. There are a few things the previous landlord didn’t
take care of that we are now handling.

Events:
• Florida: Mike and Chris will be taking a trip in the spring to meet with potential
donors in Sarasota and Naples. They will also be meeting with the Streflings to
give them an update on the Milton project. The Hospice Foundation team plans
to put together a visual that will adequately represent and reflect the features of
the building.
• Elkhart: We are moving forward on having an event in Elkhart similar to the
Helping Hands Award Dinner. Jen mentioned two couples who she believes
would be potential honorees: Pat and Kim Welch, and Jack and Laura Smith.
Another name that has been mentioned is Tim Portolese. The challenge we will
face is the sponsorships and having overlap. The team is considering packaging,
i.e. “for this amount you can sponsor both.” We are still in the early planning
stages, but are looking to hold the dinner in September.
• Okuyamba Fest: It has been four years since we held this event because we
started holding it when our colleagues from Uganda were here. With COVID we
weren’t able to do that. We are hoping to bring it back this year in October.
• Other events: Red Fisher has returned to the Hospice Team as our Events
Coordinator. This gives us the ability to do the kinds of events the way we used
to do them. This will include more stewardship events and third party events.
•

Helping
Hands
Award
Honoree

•

Mike announced that we would like to present to the board for approval Gladys
Muhammad, long-time community organizer and civil rights pioneer as the honoree
for the Helping Hands Award. Gladys has a personal connection to Center for
Hospice as both her husband and father were under our care. She strongly supports
the philosophy of hospce care and the need for it in our community. As a civil rights
pioneer she was instrumental in raising funds to turn the Natatorium into a historical
monument that now houses the Civil Rights Heritage Center. She was the founder of
the Charles Martin Youth Center and the first Director of the YWCA. If Gladys is
selected, Marvin Curtis said he would serve as Dinner Chair.
W. Walsh motioned
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Topic

Discussion
• A motion was made and seconded to approve Gladys Muhammad as the 2022
Helping Hands Award honoree. The motion passed unanimously.

Adjournment

•

The meeting adjourned at 9:58 a.m.

Action
J. Ewing seconded
Next meeting 5/18/22

Prepared by Heidi Payton for approval by the Board of Directors on May 18, 2022.
________________________________________________
Mary Newbold, Chair

_____________________________________________
Heidi Payton, Recording Secretary
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CHAPTER
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QUARTERLY MANAGEMENT REPORT
May 2022
FUNDRAISING & STEWARDSHIP
Fund Raising Comparative Summary
Through April 2022, the Hospice Foundation recorded the following calendar year cash gifts as
compared with the same period during the previous seven years:
2015
January
February
March
April
May
June
July
August
September
October
November
December

82,400.05
150,006.82
257,463.89
419,610.76
635,004.26
794,780.62
956,351.88
1,042,958.42
1,267,659.12
1,321,352.39
1,469,386.01
1,757,042.51

2016
65,460.71
101,643.17
178,212.01
341,637.10
579,888.08
710,175.32
1,072,579.84
1,205,050.76
1,297.009.78
1,421,110.26
1,494,702.09
2,018,630.54

2017
46,552.99
199,939.17
282,326.61
431,871.55
574,854.27
1,066,118.11
1,277,609.56
1,346,219.26
1,466,460.27
1,593,668.39
2,443,869.12
2,730,551.86

2018
37,015.96
93,912.90
220,485.17
310,093.61
505,075.65
633,102.69
767,397.15
868,232.25
994,301.35
1,074,820.86
1,173,928.93
1,635,368.33

2019

2020

2021

2022

79,642.06
44,297.77
62,707.48
222,116.20
92,053.38
113,771.80
295,882.74
302,752.14
369,862.26
414,128.88
894,989.96
565,568.94
565,824.55
963,783.86
663,483.70
608,907.96 1,226,150.74
850,496.19
676,956.69 1,965,823.42
918,451.53
818,805.78
2,087,178.64
1,018,532.22
901,877.85 2,162,148.78
1,122,498.94
984,590.41 2,239,987.25
1,778,379.29
1,036,179.10
2,754,268.82
1,841,457.95
2,946,889.74 1,719,702.83 3,443,708.15

706,739.60
744,945.66
831,998.95

Year-to-Date Monthly Revenue
(less major campaigns, bequests, and significant one-time major gifts)

January
February
March
April
May
June
July
August
September
October
November
December
Total

2015
57,971.60
67,572.77
107,457.07
162,146.87
160,178.34
159,776.36
93,586.27
86,606.54
99,931.45
53,693.27
46,870.62
161,519.80
1,257,310.96

2016

2017

52,156.98
36,182.46
73,667.84
163,425.09
93,318.98
127,315.24
52,394.52
97,470.92
92,459.02
71,323.54
66,490.16
138,328.11
1,064,532.86

31,552.99
35,125.58
79,387.44
149,569.94
142,982.72
146,200.17
61,505.45
63,593.03
120,261.01
127,208.12
75,809.56
286,687.74
1,319,883.75

2018
37,015.96
56,896.94
113,969.42
87,978.18
182,601.92
46,947.92
64,243.53
61,803.98
117,984.73
79,852.69
94,053.07
191,211.72
1,134,560.06

2019
51,082.36
45,621.02
254,547.16
194,857.93
97,864.76
69,026.39
67,591.20
54,739.37
68,812.68
50,019.27
57,214.65
225,547.36
1,236,924.15

2020
52,550.56
140,985.12
70,044.19
118,092.10
149,945.67
42,369.40
42,034.72
40,023.54
71,574.73
68,718.24
51,099.68
398,935.27
1,246,373.20

2021
43,733.76
44,539.12
50,251.42
44,391.21
54,437.96
115,237.02
83,873.96
120,659.30
74,539.46
77,305.23
51,389.39
271,633.01
1,031,990.84
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2022
37,419.52
37,775.38
68,836.18

144,031.08

Fund Raising Initiatives
Based upon previously reported strategic planning sessions, action plans are underway with
regard to HF’s Tier 1 fundraising priorities.

•

Care Connections Center at Milton Village (Milton Adult Day Services/Roseland facility rehab)
– Our focus remains on the final $1.2 million needed to meet our $6.1million goal. To date we
have payments and totaling $4,835,000. New staff members at REAL Services are being
brought up to speed and engaged in this fundraising initiative.

•

Annual Giving – Details provided in the “Annual Appeal” update that follows.

•

Plymouth/Marshall County Initiative – We are expecting an initial gift from Plymouth FOP
Lodge 195. Initial contact with former board members and community leaders is taking place
as we organize the fundraising initiative focused on supporting the establishment of Center
for Hospice Care’s new home in Marshall County.

Annual Appeal – “I Give Because”
Response to our recent Annual Appeal, “I Give Because” through 4/30/22 totals $95,588.86. This
appeal focused on utilizing testimonials from our supporters to share how annual giving benefits
Center for Hospice Care.
Planned Giving
Estate gifts from January 1, 2022 through April 30, 2022 totaled $5,100. These gifts in some
instances require that we respond to inquiries from those managing the distribution of an estate,
which is a process that spans many months or up to a year.
2022 Events
Gardens of Remembrance and Renewal Dedication will take place on Tuesday, June 7th. We will

dedicate memorial items at our Elkhart Campus. This is an outdoor event in our Gardens of
Remembrance and Renewal.
Veterans Tribute Ceremony is scheduled to take place on the afternoon of Tuesday, October 11
at the Captain Robert J. Hiler Jr. Veterans Memorial.
Okuyamba Fest will take place on Thursday, October 27. More information is forthcoming.
EDUCATION & COLLABORATIVE PARTNERSHIPS
Health System/Professional Education Collaborations
We will have 10 Saint Joseph Hospital family medicine resident rotate at CHC for the 2022-2023
year. We are also working with the Memorial Hospital residency program to expand the amount
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of time and exposure that residents studying in the practice management/public health rotation
(PMPH) have during their time at CHC. We have created a brief survey for residents to take in
advance so we can create a customized schedule that matches their areas of interest.
IU Talk will be offered in person on June 8th at IU South Bend’s Elkhart Campus to 18 MSN/FP
students. The half-day workshop will focus on building communication skills to effectively discuss
life-limiting/chronic conditions.
Legislative Outreach
NHPCO’s grassroots campaign, MyHospice, continues to be part of our community
outreach/advocacy. COVID-19 and hospice priorities have been discussed in detail and the
group’s priority is to ensure that Indiana’s federal legislators are aware of those issues as they
meet to discuss current bills. Elleah Tooker, CHC/HF’s MyHospice Ambassador, has been
working successfully with legislators and staff to prioritize hospice and palliative care-related bills.
A Hill Day fly-in is slated for June 13-14. We plan to have Elleah attend and share
materials/statistics that highlight the benefit of the hospice and palliative care CHC provides to
the communities we serve.
Community Education
We renewed our HFA membership 2022 and have compiled webinar packages to send out to
area professional organizations such as hospitals and extended care facilities for their staff to earn
CE credits. Our Center for Education & Advance Care Planning (CEACP) will host a three-part
series beginning in mid-June, on our Mishawaka Campus, offering three webinars with CE credits
for professionals within our community.

We have a new end-of-life awareness building event slated for the summer of 2022. “Death on
Tap,” scheduled for Thursday, June 23rd on our Mishawaka Campus, will feature local breweries
and our end-of-life information/education offerings through CHC, CEACP and Honoring Choices
Indiana – North Central (HCI-NC). On April 16, we conducted informational sessions at Lippert
Components in advance of National Healthcare Decisions Day.
For five Fridays in March and April, CHC staff and guest lecturers lead the “Introduction to
Hospice and Palliative Care” course at the University of Notre Dame. It is now a 1.5-hour course.
The course was offered through the Ruth M. Hillebrand Center for Compassionate Care in
Medicine/Jordan College of Science for the seventh time. Beginning this year, it will be offered
every spring rather than every third semester. This expanded format includes some additional
modules such, including “Why Hospice at the End of Life?” “Our Younger Patients” and
“Hospice and Palliative Care Models.”
We continue to collaborate with IU South to provide guidance on course content and guest
lecturers for the 100-level Introduction to Palliative Care course taught by Dr. Bunmi Okanlami.
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We are now assisting with the development of a 300-level course as well. In addition to the IU
Talk workshop, we are developing a plan to offer experiential learning opportunities for MSN/NP
students. We are also exploring opportunities to collaborate on learning experiences for BSN
students (BSN) at Milton Adult Day Services as well as recruitment of their graduates. Other
programs at the Vera Z. Dwyer College of Health Sciences have expressed an interest in
collaborating at MADS as well.
More detailed information can be obtaining by visiting our resource page at:
https://educate4endoflife.org/resources/
For Facebook users, be sure to visit – and like – our page:
https://www.facebook.com/CenterForEducationAndAdvanceCarePlanning
Honoring Choices Indiana® – North Central
Honoring Choices Indiana – North Central continues to focus on three primary activities to
accomplish its mission to proactively engage the people of our community in conversations with
loved ones and medical caregivers about their goals for quality of life and advance care
planning. These are:
1. Provide educational Advance Care Planning (ACP) presentations to organizations, faith
groups, and healthcare systems.
2. Train and certifying facilitators to host ACP conversations with individuals.
3. Engage individuals in ACP conversations to identify and record their values and wishes.

Through the end of April, HCI-NC staff and volunteers have made 10 presentations to 142
individuals and have an additional 10 presentations scheduled. In addition, we now have 122
certified facilitators, having trained an additional 12 facilitators at our First Steps® training on
March 15 and 16. Since the beginning of 2022 we engaged 232 individuals in ACP conversations
resulting in 82 completed documents. More documents were likely completed after the
conversations. HCI-NC has undertaken a host of other activities to promote ACP and increase
organizational sustainability, including:
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

Partnering with area organizations and corporations to promote ACP. This includes Goodwill
in Elkhart County, a collaboration being funded by a $5,000 grant from the Community
Foundation of Elkhart County.
Targeting underserved populations by connecting with their trusted advisors.
Connecting and resourcing our current facilitators through quarterly “refreshers.”
Expanding services such as Advanced Steps facilitator training with emphasis on POST forms.
Collaborating with the other Honoring Choices programs in the US to develop resources and
innovative programming.
Participating in the Indiana Patient Preferences Coalition to help draft state ACP statutes and
develop new forms.
Raising additional funds in order to expand services.
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PALLIATIVE CARE ASSOCIATION OF UGANDA (PCAU)
COVID-19 Update
In April the Ministry of Health (MoH) reported the country has sustained low transmission of
COVID-19 with a positivity rate of less than 2% since February 2022. They have attributed the
success to the early decisive and sustained measures put in place to curb the spread of COVID19 and the cooperation of all Ugandans to adhere to these measures, including getting the
COVID-19 vaccination.

Although progress has been made in vaccinating the population, only 48 percent of the targeted
population, aged 18 years and above, are fully vaccinated. Since Uganda’s median age is just 16,
this figure represents just 22% of the entire population. Uganda’s vaccination campaign focused
on targeting healthcare workers, teachers, and the elderly – and they have been successful in
vaccinating over 80% of these three populations. Face masks continue to be required for
crowded indoor spaces.
Priority Funding Needs
PCAU is facing several funding gaps in their 2022 budget. This is a result of a confluence of
several factors, the two greatest being steep cost increases across the country for various goods
and services, including fuel and Internet service; and loss of funding from the American Cancer
Society (ACS) which has been one of their key donors for many years. ACS cut their funding to
PCAU by 50% due to their own funding challenges with the COVID-19 pandemic. ACS funding
supports activities related to the morphine supply chain and the Pain Free Hospital Initiative.
They have also provided core funding for staff salaries and operations. They remain supportive of
PCAU and are currently working with the team to help identify solutions for this $18,000 funding
gap.

The other priority need is a new PCAU vehicle. Their current Land Cruiser, which was donated by
the United States Agency for International Development (USAID) in 2010, needs to be replaced.
It has been invaluable in facilitating PCAU’s work across the country, but they now have frequent
mechanical breakdowns and high maintenance costs. This is limiting PCAU’s movements and
activities across the country. The approximate cost of a new vehicle is $80,000 and we are in
discussions to see how we may be able to assist in their fundraising efforts. PCAU has also
appealed to the Office of the President and the Ministry of Health, as well as other development
partners, to help with funding for this critical component that enables them to perform their
mission.
Exchange Visit
We are planning to host PCAU for an exchange visit in October/November 2022. Their last visit
was in 2018. They were last scheduled to be with us in March 2020, but the trip was canceled
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due to the pandemic. Mark Mwesiga and Joyce Zalwango will be visiting for approximately two
weeks. We are tentatively planning to host Okuyamba Fest on Thursday, October 27th.
Road to Hope (RTH)
PCAU has continued to do an extraordinary job supporting children on the RTH program. The
children have completed the first school term of the year and had their school break in early May.
PCAU hosted the annual children’s camp during this holiday, and we expect to hear an update
on this soon. The children and PCAU staff were excited to gather again as a group.

A few Road to Hope children decided to pursue vocational education to focus on a trade of their
interest. This allows them to be done with school in less time so they can become employed or
start businesses sooner. We suspect that the difficulties they encountered during the extended
lockdowns, and increased financial hardship, have influenced this decision for some students.
During the pandemic, nine children have switched to vocational studies from primary or
secondary school. The new enrollees in vocational studies have elected to pursue courses in
construction, fashion and design, hairdressing, and motor-vehicle mechanics. PCAU reports that
all the children on the program are happy and settling in well in their respective schools.
Advanced Diploma in Palliative Care Nursing (ADPCN)Although this program had significant
challenges due to the pandemic, it is already making a difference to scale up human resources
for palliative care in Uganda. In January, 21 students graduated, and an additional seven
students are awaiting results to graduate. PCAU continues to provide mentorship and support
supervision with graduates once they are back in their health facilities implementing palliative

care activities.
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Out of 44 applications for the 2022 cohort, 13 scholarships were awarded to qualified
candidates. These students are from 11 districts with limited or no palliative care services. They
presented recommendation letters from their current employers, and after completing the oneyear course, will return to their home districts to establish palliative care units in their respective
health facilities.
In addition to training more palliative care nurses, PCAU continues to work with relevant
government entities such as the Commissioner of Clinical Services, Commissioner of Nursing and
Midwifery and the Nurses and Midwifery Council to ensure there is infrastructure to support
trained palliative care nurses. We understand that they are in process of officially adding
palliative care nursing as a recognized, registered position. This will help with funding to support
this specialized position and allow health facilities to hire specifically for those positions.
mHealth Project/Palliative Care Data
Throughout the first quarter of this year, PCAU and the Ministry of Health (MOH) have been
assessing and revising the data collection tools in an effort to optimize them. Necessary changes
were made based on feedback from facilities already collecting palliative care data and with input
from the Clinical Services Department and a senior biostatistician at the MOH. The updated
books have already been printed and PCAU continues with the dissemination and training of the
palliative care data collection tools in collaboration with the MOH. Now that pandemic
restrictions are fully lifted, PCAU will be able to move ahead with other project goals: supporting
the strengthening of national palliative care data and information system, redefining PCAU
mHealth data collection, and establishing and implementing an automated monitoring and
evaluation system.
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